Student Worksheet – What is a Robot?
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When you hear the word 'robot' some famous movie robots spring to mind. Robots in real life however
are not yet up to the standard of their movie counterparts.
Robots are becoming more prevalent in today's society. There are used in high level applications such as
space exploration right through to commercial vacuuming robots found in everyday households. You are
required to do a research assignment on robotics in general and to focus on one robot in particular.
Robots come in many different shapes and sizes and are often tailored to meet a particular need or action.

Assessment
Create a report on robotics. Your teacher will tell you the format of the report. The following questions
will need to be addressed in your work.
·
·
·
·
·

What is a robot?
Why do we have robots?
Name some different types of robots?
What are the main components of a robot?
Where did the term 'Robot' come from?

Pick one robot and elaborate on it. You must have your robot choice approved by your teacher before you
start your research. You will need to include the following information in your report:
Sensors - What information does it take in? (e.g. Sound, distance etc)
Software - What does it do? (e.g. Vacuum floors, explore space)
Mechanical - What materials is it made out of? How does it move? (e.g. motors, arms and metal frames)

Robot Chosen ________________________

Due Date__________________

Presentation Type______________________

Page / Slide limit____________

Student Worksheet - Flowcharting
All robots need to have programs to make them run. The easiest way to start a program is to firstly have a
plan. This plan consists of a flowchart of small steps that make up the entire program. Each step is simple
enough that the robot can perform it without too much effort.
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Task: Using the blank flowchart below, plan out your daily morning routine, from when you wake up until
you get to school.

Wake up

Arrive at
School

